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This review is part of a series. If you haven’t already, check out my review of the previous issue here (/fight-club-2-3.html).

http://www.independentcomicbookreview.com/fight-club-2-3.html


A friend of mine texted me last week to ask if I was still reading Fight
Club 2. I had just picked up issue #4 and I hadn’t opened it yet, but
because of my friend’s tone, I knew there must be something
noteworthy in the new issue. Noteworthy probably isn’t the best word I
could be using, because it generally implies something positive. What I
found was frankly, disappointing. 

Palahniuk is known for writing gory, disturbing, knot-in-stomach
inducing short stories. (See: Guts, a short story
(http://chuckpalahniuk.net/features/shorts/guts). Not for children.) I
expected nothing less when first introduced to Fight Club 2. It would
appear though, in issue 4, that Chuck is trying way too hard. Before this
issue, we are introduced to Rize or Die hijinks where the space monkeys
are stuffing syringes inside couch cushions left on the curb. When
someone sits or drags the sucker home, instead of bed bugs they get a
needle (or a few) stuck in them.

That’s about as far as I expected Fight Club 2 to go. It fits the narrative,
doesn’t derail too far from the original Project Mayhem schemes, and it
gives you a creepy crawly feeling when you meditate on it too long. The
idea of getting stuck with needles on the street is terrifying and gross,
so I commend him on that. In issue 4 though, Palahniuk goes for a
different kind of shock factor. First, the opening scene portrays Tyler in a
terrible light. Then Palahniuk moves beyond an uncomfortable scene to
what seems like a sad attempt at painting Tyler (the assignment giver)
as truly appalling.

http://chuckpalahniuk.net/features/shorts/guts


Quick recap—the Rize of Die guys are like the Project Mayhem guys,
and they get assignments to raise hell around the world in various ways.
In issue 4, Sebastian has finally gained access to the inside of the house,
and “Monkey Marshall” is given an assignment that reads, “ISIS Suicide
Bomber.” Let me be clear, I’m not bothered by the lack of political
correctness or anything like that. What I don’t like is that when I read
this, my eyes rolled so far back into my head that they nearly detached.
Not only does this assignment feel like a huge stretch, but it also makes absolutely no sense in regard to why the original assignments’ were
created. Project Mayhem wanted to stick it to corporate America. I understand that in the comics Project Mayhem is the past, but still, what could
ISIS possibly have to do with that? It's as if Tyler's character is suddenly a new type of evil, with less purpose and more menace. Rize or Die
seems to be able destroying the world, with no greater purpose, which disappoints me.

Have you ever felt like someone was trying to hard, and that energy was just oozing off of him or her? Like cringing while watching your friend
try to impress a girl who clearly isn't into them? That is how I would describe the first half of issue 4. The few pages leading up to the ISIS
assignment are lame. Marla is searching for her son by visiting various spin off clubs, e.g. film club, quilt club, etc. On one page there’s a text box
that says, “fun fact, these were all inspired by the original fight club!” Really? You didn’t think I could figure that one out by myself? The worst is
when Marla goes to, “write klub” where she finds Mr. Palahniuk and his writer friends working on the comic series. Chuck refers to himself as
God, and a friend asks another if this is, “too meta”... the answer is yes. Most things that break the 4th wall do so briefly with a one liner joke. In
Chuck’s cameo, he hands Marla a note with information for, “if the plot lags.” What he should have handed her was an apology note for this
bastardization of the original Fight Club.

The final pages of this comic though, I have to say, provide a bit of redemption. Sebastian goes to fight club and takes on Angel Face. This was
exciting for me, to see this old duo emerge from the shadows to break each other once again. The art and smacking sounds of skin on skin are
perfectly illustrated. The scene is everything I could have wanted from Fight Club 2. As the series progresses and more issues are released, I will
stay hopeful that the original Fight Club shines through like this more and more. I love Chuck Palahniuk’s stories, and it really bums me out to feel
so critical of and uninterested with the comic series. There are moments I feel good, but overall I don't like where this is going. I’ll keep my
fingers crossed for issue 5.
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